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Introduction

The practice of having an artist as a member of the pedagogic team in the pre-schools of Reggio Emilia has inspired many arts and ECEC collaborations across the globe (Churchill- Dower 2009). Projects include Playlinks in Ontario, Canada (McLauchlan 2017); artist in residence programmes in the USA (Eckhoff 2009), Little Big Bang, England (Young 2012), and the Helsinki Arts Education Project, Finland
(Nevanen et al. 2014). However, factors such as inconsistent funding for both sectors (Arts Council 2005), the focus on academic subjects (McLauchlan 2017) and uncertainty of the role of the artist when working in the ECEC setting (Petrie and Chambers 2010) have led to various models of how artists are involved in the ECEC setting and for how long (Remer 2010). Remer (2010) found that longer-term arts and education collaborations are more likely when leaders of arts organisations and education settings construct the policies and goals together.

This paper discusses research that was part of an arts and ECEC collaboration, where an artist specialising in either dance, the visual arts or digital arts was placed in an ECEC setting for up to 10 weeks. When designing the research process I aimed to create a ‘meeting place’ (Dahlberg and Lenz Taguchi 1994) where ECEC leaders, Local Authority (LA) advisors and the Early Years (EY) leaders of an arts organisation, could reflect on their experiences of being part of the arts and ECEC collaboration. The meeting place provided participants the opportunity to discuss the challenges and the opportunities when establishing and developing longer-term arts and ECEC collaborations. The reflective discussion led to participants identifying actions that they thought would minimise the challenges and strengthen the opportunities for longer-term arts and ECEC collaborations.

The research was funded by the EY service of an arts organisation based in South West, England. The arts organisation is a charity. Since 2000, the EY service has facilitated a range of opportunities for the under-fives and their families to enjoy the arts. Alongside these experiences, the EY team has collaborated with ECEC practitioners to provide arts experiences in ECEC settings. Collaborations included one off performances, short-term projects and a longer-term project; Little Big Bang, which involved an artist working in a Children’s Centre with ECEC practitioners for two
years. In this longer-term collaboration the artist became a member of the pedagogic team who planned the learning environment for children and their families (Young 2012). The ECEC setting that I was a practitioner and leader had been involved in several of these arts and ECEC collaborations including Little Big Bang. In 2010, a new government led to changes in the Children’s Centre and arts organisation structures and funding. These changes are discussed next.

**A Change in government – changes in arts and ECEC collaborations**

In England, between 1997 and 2010, the Labour government expressed a commitment to an expansion of both the arts and ECEC sectors. The growth in the arts sector was motivated by the aspiration that Britain would be the “World’s Creative Hub” (Roberts 2006, 8) and the vision for the ECEC sector was to provide ‘pre-school provision for the under-fives and childcare available to all’ (Brown 2004). Consequently, there was significant government funding and strategic planning for both sectors. The government’s vision of a global creative hub was reflected in both the Curriculum Guidance for the Early Years Foundation Stage (DfEE 2000) and the Early Years Foundation Stage framework (DCSF 2008); creative development was one of the six areas of learning and development. In both documents, providing children with ‘opportunities to work alongside artists and other creative adults’ (DfEE 2000, 117; DCSF 2008, 106) was viewed as good practice (Arts Council 2005). During this period numerous arts organisations and ECEC settings collaborations flourished (Young 2016).

The change of government, in 2010, led to a period of austerity, which resulted in a reduction in arts funding and redistribution of ECEC funding. Some ECEC provision (Children’s Centres) closed and school leaders were encouraged to provide provision for younger children in schools (DfE 2013). There was also a change in
government’s perception of the purpose of the ECEC sector. In 2012 ECEC practitioners were expected to promote ‘teaching and learning to ensure children’s ‘school readiness’ (DfE 2012, 2). Changes in the EYFS (DfE 2012; DfE 2017) included creative development (DCSF 2008) becoming ‘Expressive Arts and Design’ (DfE 2017) and the introduction of the ‘Characteristics of Effective Learning’ (CoEL). These are ‘playing and exploring’, ‘active learning’ and ‘creating and thinking critically’ (DfE 2017, 7). Whilst there is not an explicit reference to creative development in the EYFS (DfE 2017) qualities of creativity are reflected in the CoEL (DfE 2017). The CoEL (DfE 2017) ‘creating and thinking critically’ specifies that children should ‘have and develop their own ideas, make links between ideas, and develop strategies for doing things’ (DfE 2017, 10). Despite the expectation to foster children’s disposition to be creative, the emphasis on the preparation of children for school learning can lead to a narrowing of the curriculum resulting in children’s creative development being overlooked (Chappell et al. 2016).

**An Arts and ECEC collaboration continuum**

In the 1960s, Malaguzzi the founder of the pre-schools of Reggio Emilia, Italy introduced an atelierista (a person trained in the arts) to the pedagogic team (Gandini 2012). The addition to the pedagogic team was reflected in the physical environment, as an atelier (a studio) was included in the design of the pre-school building (Gandini 2012). Although the practices of Reggio Emilia have inspired arts and ECEC collaborations across the globe, what these look like in different contexts has led to ‘an instructional potpourri’ (Remer 2010, 82) of collaborations. These can be placed on a continuum. Depending how long the collaboration lasts and how the artist works with
the ECEC practitioners will influence where an arts and ECEC collaboration is placed. For instance, at one end of the continuum, the artist is a permanent member of the pedagogical team and at the other the artist is an entertainer (McLauchlan 2017, 139). The former type of collaboration is when the artist engages with the ECEC practitioners in the processes of reflective practice and the co-construction of the learning environment, pedagogic practices and the curriculum. In the latter collaboration, the artist delivers an activity such as a one off show and then leaves the ECEC setting. Gattenhof and Radvan (2009, 214) described this as a ‘drop in and drop out’ collaboration. In the drop in and drop out collaboration there will be limited opportunities for the ECEC practitioner and artist to reflect and plan the arts activity together.

**An arts and ECEC collaboration comprises of two partnerships**

The discussion above mainly refers to the partnership between those that work with the children. However, Remer (1996) cited two partnerships in an arts and education collaboration; the ‘instructional partnership’ and the ‘administrative partnership’ (Remer 1996). Each partnership has a different role in the collaboration. Those in the instructional partnership are those that work with the children; usually the artist and ECEC practitioner and those in the administrative partnership are leaders of the arts and ECEC organisations. As discussed above the focus of those with an instructional partnership is to plan the ‘content and methodology of the curriculum’ (Remer 1996, 114). Those in the administrative partnership focus on the ‘organization, design, co-ordination, governance, overall roles and responsibilities and evaluation of the program effectiveness’ (Remer 1996, 114). Although the partnerships have been
discussed as two distinct roles, in practice the roles and partnerships are likely to be entwined and will change as the arts and ECEC collaboration evolves (Remer 1996).

A key influence of what the arts and ECEC collaboration looks like in practice and where the collaboration is situated on the arts and ECEC continuum is how the ECEC leader values and views the arts (McLauchlan 2017). In the ‘drop in and drop out’ arts and ECEC collaboration, the ECEC leaders tend to view the arts activity as a commodity to be purchased from the arts organisation (Remer 1996). It is the role of the arts organisation to produce an activity to be purchased and the role of the ECEC leader is to purchase the activity. If on the other hand the ECEC leader believes that an arts and ECEC collaboration has a positive influence on the learning environment for children and adults (Vermeersh and Vandenbroucke 2013) they will aspire to create long-term arts and ECEC collaborations with the arts organisation leaders. This partnership is based upon mutual trust and respect, where each partner acknowledges what the other brings to the collaboration (Remer 1996).

Long-term projects do not necessarily lead to lasting arts and ECEC collaborations (Nevanen et al. 2014; Remer 2010). Remer (2010) suggests long-term arts and ECEC collaborations are more likely when those with an administrative partnership share their beliefs and construct policies and goals for an arts and ECEC collaboration. Leaders of both organisations are also required to be open to learning (Remer 1996), to be flexible to innovate, create networks, and foster their partnership (Roberts 2006). In such a collaboration those within the administrative partnership can even influence national arts and ECEC policies (Remer 2010).
Research context and questions

Soon after the change in government in 2010 the arts organisation’s funding from the Local Authority ceased and ECEC (Children Centre) leaders left or changed roles. These changes led to many of the arts organisations’ ECEC collaborations, that had flourished during the period of growth, ending. In 2012 my role, as Children’s Centre leader/practitioner also ended. I left the Children’s Centre and became a full time university lecturer. When I left my Children’s Centre role the arts organisation invited me to join the organisation’s board of trustees. I accepted.

After a period of limited funding, in 2016 the arts organisation leaders secured funding from The Paul Hamlyn Foundation (PHF) to fund the ECEC and arts collaboration; ‘Elements’.

Elements comprised of:

- six ECEC settings and three artists. The artists were specialists in either dance, the visual arts or digital arts;
- an artist working with and alongside ECEC practitioners for six sessions in each setting;
- a Local Authority (LA) advisor who acted as a pedagogical mentor;
- beginning, mid-term and end reflection sessions for artists, ECEC practitioner, arts organisation leaders and LA advisors
- at the beginning of the project ECEC practitioners and artist identified a pedagogical question. Together they explored and answered the question;
- two free places on Professional Development sessions were provided for ECEC practitioners;
- this research.
In light of the demise of previous arts and ECEC collaborations the arts organisation Early Years (EY) leader and I wanted to explore ECEC leaders’ understandings of longer-term arts and ECEC collaborations. This led to the research questions:

- What do those in an administrative partnership, ECEC leaders, LA advisors and the arts organisation EY leaders, believe are the challenges and opportunities around developing long-term arts and ECEC collaborations?
- What do they believe can minimise the challenges and enhance the opportunities for longer-term arts and ECEC collaborations?

**Research design and methods**

When designing this piece of interpretative research I was guided by the belief that the participants are not subjects to be explored but are participants to learn with (Cornwall and Jewkes 1995) and that research is a tool to facilitate my and participants’ learning. When designing the research I drew on the concept of a ‘meeting place’ (Dahlberg and Lenz Taguchi 1994). A meeting place is not just a physical space for people to meet but also a philosophical space where they share experiences and understandings, reflect and co-construct understandings and practices (Dahlberg 2013). In this study the arts organisation leaders, the ECEC settings leaders and the LA advisors shared their views and experiences of being part of an Arts and ECEC collaboration and considered the practices that they believed would foster longer-term collaborations. My role in the research process was not only to learn about their views and experiences, but also to facilitate the discussion so that all participants could be heard.
A challenge, when creating a meeting place, is that the knowledge held by some groups is valued more than others, and this can lead to those that perceive themselves as having less power being silenced (Blumer 1969). To work towards all participants being heard the meeting place comprised of two phases. Data were generated during both phases. Phase one, comprised of three focus groups. Each focus group included participants who shared the same role. Phase two, comprised of a single focus group in which all participants came together. The first phase provided participants the space and time to explore ideas and articulate these in a group of people with a similar role.

To guide these conversations I drew upon Lewin’s (1943) force field theories. Although, Lewin’s force field theory is a conceptual tool to gain insights into individual and group behaviour and change (Swanson, and Creed 2014), in this research force field theory provided a useful framework for the focus group discussions. Participants documented the challenges and opportunities that emerged during their discussion on the framework. They also considered and documented what were the strength of the challenges and opportunities for them.

Participants’ documentation provided a guide for them during the second phase of the research. During this phase participants shared, with others in the administrative partnership, the challenges and opportunities around establishing and developing an arts and ECEC collaboration, which they had recorded during the first focus group. As facilitator of the research process, I noted and recorded the recurring challenges and opportunities. I shared these with participants. Participants then engaged in a reflective discussion, which led to them considering how the challenges could be minimised and the opportunities strengthened. Together they created five action points for practice, which they believed would develop opportunities for longer-term arts and
ECEC collaborations. All focus groups discussions were audio-recorded and transcribed.

Each focus group lasted between 1.5 and 2 hours. The ECEC leaders and the final focus group were conducted in a hired room in the local theatre and arts centre. Due to the LA leaders’ work commitments, their focus group was conducted at an office in County Hall and the arts organisation leaders met at my workplace.

Table 1. Research participants.

There were two EY Art Organisation Leaders, three Local Authority (LO) advisors and three ECEC leaders. Both EY arts organisation Leaders attended both focus groups. Stephanie the LA advisor also attended both focus groups but her colleagues were only able to one; Doris attended the first and Megan the second. Florence the ECEC leader attended both focus groups and Margaret and Lea (ECEC deputy) attended one each.

**Ethical implications**

Ethical decisions were made in line with guidelines from the University of Plymouth (UoP) and the ethical protocol agreed by the Plymouth Institute of Education Ethics Committee. It was explained that I had a dual role. I was the researcher from the UoP and also a member of the arts organisation board. It was decided to create a distinction in my roles I would contact and forward the information sheet and consent forms to participants and not visit the settings whilst the artist was at the setting. I
forwarded the research paperwork a week before the focus group, providing time for participants to contact me and ask any questions about my dual role. There was further opportunity for participants to ask questions about the research and my role before the focus group started.

**Data Analysis**

Data analysis began during the second focus group. When each group fed back, recurring themes emerged. These included funding, the Early Years Foundation Stage (DfE 2017), a culture of learning, understandings of creativity and the arts and what an arts and ECEC collaboration looks like in practice. The discussions highlighted that what one group found challenging another group could view as an opportunity. Participants discussed and constructed five actions for practice that they thought would foster longer-term arts and ECEC collaborations. Following the discussions, I continued to explore the themes identified by the participants by analysing and comparing the data generated during both phases of the research. The findings are now presented.

**Findings**

**Key challenges when developing an arts and ECEC collaboration**

**Funding**

The reductions in government arts funding and redistribution of ECEC funding were not the only challenges for the arts organisation leaders; other challenges included the expectations of the funders and the consequences of these expectations. Rita and Delphine explain:
When we write our funding bids, we are always having to compromise our projects, ….. we can only work with the vulnerable, certain people and certain communities. I think the [ECEC] partners, we have to work with can be unsupportive, they are not interested. (Rita arts organisation leader Focus Group (FG) 1a)

Because they [ECEC leaders/practitioners] are in hard press circumstances (Delphine arts organisation leader FG 1a)

The PHF aims to reduce the inequalities in society through the arts (Paul Hamlyn Foundation 2018). For leaders of ECEC settings situated in an area of disadvantage, the ‘hard pressed circumstances’ are likely to be multifaceted. If the leader is herself from the community where the ECEC setting is situated then she may also personally experience these. Professionally, the changes to ECEC policy and funding are also likely to contribute to the ‘hard pressed circumstances’ that the ECEC leader is experiencing.

The funders’ expectations posed challenges when writing a funding bid, but so did the ECEC leaders’ perceptions of the process of applying for funding.

I never do them [funding applications],…… Why beg for money? That’s what’s it is like (Margaret ECEC leader FG2)

Margaret is the leader of a private ECEC setting. The service she provides is likely to be funded by a mixture of government funding and fees paid by parents. These funding sources cover the costs of the ECEC provision. The arts organisation, however, is a charity and its leaders rely on money from grant-funding foundations and trusts to develop their arts provision. Writing bids for funding is a requirement of the arts
organisation leaders’ roles. Which sector the leaders come from will influence how they view writing bids and their role in the process.

The Early Years Foundation Stage Framework (DfE 2017)

The expectations of the EYFS (DfE 2017) posed challenges for the leaders when supporting arts and ECEC collaborations.

We [Megan and Rebecca] spoke about school readiness …. and the structure of the day. [The children were] unable to get enough time to ….. go with the artist (Megan LA advisor FG2)

After a couple of weeks everybody got together and it worked out just fine, [but]... I do feel that I’m under pressure to put more reception class values..[into our setting] (Florence ECEC leader FG2)

Megan had been supporting a reception class teacher. At the end of the reception class children move from an environment guided by the play based EYFS (DfE 2017) to the year 1 class which follows the expectations of the Key Stage 1 National Curriculum. Further down the ‘epistemological hierarchy’ (Urban 2008, 141), the expectation for Florence and her team to prepare children for the reception class is still apparent but they are able to work with the artist. These comments suggest that the closer the children are to the curriculum transition there are greater challenges faced by ECEC practitioners when fostering the arts and ECEC collaboration.

Whilst Florence referred to pressure from the school to prepare children for the next phase of their education Margaret made no explicit reference to these expectations. Florence leads a voluntarily run ECEC setting, which is located on a school site and
Margaret is the leader of a small private early years setting, which is located in a residential area of a town. Not only is collaboration influenced by where the children are in the ‘epistemological hierarchy’ (Urban 2008) but also, this study suggests, by the geographical and socioeconomic location of the ECEC setting.

**Different definitions of creativity**

Leaders of all the organisations explained that they struggled to define creativity as they each held a different definition of the concept. Florence’s and Rita’s comments reflect the leaders’ beliefs.

Different understandings of creativity and the arts, perhaps they have changed a little bit now (Florence ECEC leader FG2)

[We] struggled with shared understanding, quality early years creativity. (Rita arts organisation EY leader FG2)

Creativity is a complex term to define (NACCE 2001; Nutbrown 2013). Understandings of creativity range from an innate creative talent, which some are born with (NACCCE 2001) to viewing creativity as a ‘quality of human thinking’ (Rinaldi 2006, 102). From the first perspective, those born with the innate creative talent will produce a great piece of art, an invention or knowledge. Whereas, when creativity is viewed as a quality of human thinking children and adults have the potential to be creative during everyday activities (Nutbrown 2013). Thus, being creative is when children and adults are thinking imaginatively and making links between experiences, objects and ideas to create something new (Rinaldi 2006; NACCCE 2001). Features of creativity are key to ‘possibility thinking’ (Craft 2002), which involves: posing
questions, play, making connections, being imaginative, innovation, risk taking and self-determination (Burnard et al. 2006).

In the current EYFS (DfE 2017) it is an expectation that practitioners will notice how children make links between existing understandings to create new understandings. Despite qualities of creativity, featuring in the CoEL of the EYFS (DfE 2017) Doris’ comment suggests that the removal of the area of learning, ‘creative development’ has led to a narrowing of the curriculum.

…. we have lost elements of that creativity from the curriculum. (Doris LA advisor FG 1b)

The narrowing of the curriculum could also explain Rita’s concern that there is not a shared understanding of ‘early years creativity’. Her comment also suggests that creativity in the early years context has a distinct definition.

Further complexity when defining creativity is it is often associated with the arts. Florence hints to this difficulty when referring to ‘creativity and the arts’. Whilst the arts foster children’s creativity, the qualities of creativity are much broader and support children’s learning in all areas of learning and development in the EYFS (Nutbrown 2013).

**Perceptions of the arts**

During their life course ECEC leaders and practitioners have constructed their beliefs about the arts and their involvement with the arts (Griffin 2017). Delphine shared an observation, which suggests that the ECEC practitioners were not confident when entering an arts organisation:
They [the ECEC practitioners] came [to the art gallery] they didn’t know what art was, they were very intimidated
(Delphine arts organisation leader FG 1a)

If ECEC leaders and practitioners have had few opportunities to experience the arts they may perceive themselves as not being endowed with a creative talent (Griffen 2017) and unfamiliar of the expectations when participating in arts activities. Thus they are less confident when planning arts activities and experiences for the children and their families, in and beyond the ECEC setting.

This could further explain Delphine’s and Rita’s earlier comments when they described the ECEC leaders as being ‘not interested’ and ‘unsupportive’ when establishing an arts and ECEC collaboration. Instead of being ‘not interested’ and ‘unsupportive’ the ECEC leaders may not only be uncertain of their professional role in an arts and ECEC collaboration, but they may also be unfamiliar and uncertain how to participate in the arts activities planned during the collaboration. The ‘hard pressed circumstances’ that Delphine mentioned could contribute to this uncertainty. Financial constraints could limit the opportunities for ECEC leaders to access, experience and become familiar with the arts beyond work.

What arts and education collaborations look like in practice.

Not only did the leaders hold different understandings of creativity and the arts, they also had different views of what an arts and ECEC collaboration might look like in practice.
We struggled with a shared understanding of [what] a quality early years collaboration [looks like in practice]. I think an artist works best when they are viewed as a member of that team. I think they have to be there in the morning, every single day as an artist in residence (Rita arts organisation EY leader FG2)

Now the practitioners are confident enough to talk to their artist and stay in contact with them, via email and phone, now that we have had access to them. (Margaret ECEC leader FG2).

Rita’s and Margaret’s understandings of arts and ECEC collaborations look different in practice. Rita’s vision suggests a longer-term collaboration, as the artist is a permanent member of the pedagogic team. Together the artist and ECEC practitioners plan the learning environment. Whereas, Margaret explained that the short-term arts and ECEC collaboration had enabled the ECEC practitioners and artist to maintain their instructional partnership by communicating via email and telephone. These interactions between artist and ECEC practitioners are likely to be ad hoc.

Participants referred to the instructional partnership (Remer 1996) but no participant made reference to fostering their administrative partnership (Remer 1996). This suggests that maintaining the focus on the pedagogical approaches, which is the role of those in the instructional partnership, can distract attention from the partnership between leaders.

**Key opportunities when developing an arts and ECEC collaboration**

Whilst funding and the EYFS (DfE 2017) presented challenges for administrative partnerships, they could also provide opportunities to foster administrative partnerships and to develop longer-term arts and ECEC collaborations.
Funding

Despite sources of funding shrinking, Delphine had been successful in sourcing funding which enabled various arts and ECEC collaborations:

…we have a lot of successful funding bids….. Whilst the funding from central government falls away we are just glad that we seem to be doing something right. (Delphine arts organisation EY leader FG2)

During the phase of adjusting to the reduction in government arts funding, Delphine and her colleagues remained flexible and responded by identifying other funding partners.

The Early Years Foundation Stage (DfE 2017)

The collaboration enabled Lea to notice the children’s learning and make links with the expectations of the EYFS (DfE 2017) that Stephanie believed are often overlooked:

I am learning a lot more about the characteristics of effective learning. I never paid as much attention to that as I think I should have. For example, like the senses, some children were more interested in the sounds and some children the touch ….. some children liked the feel of the small objects. (Lea representing ECEC leader FG 1C)

If we focus more on the characteristics of effective learning. Because it is all about how the children learn. So it’s about building on that really. (Stephanie LA advisor FG2)

The CoEL (DfE 2017) focuses on how children learn, which reflects many of the qualities of creativity. Stephanie’s and Lea’s comments suggest that the
Characteristics of Effective Learning (DfE 2017) provide a shared language for artists and ECEC practitioners to notice and foster children’s learning. The CoEL (DfE 2017) are a useful tool for ECEC practitioners and artists, as there is a sense of familiarity for both groups.

There are inconsistencies and contradictions (Ball and Bone 1992) in the EYFS (DfE 2017) which can offer possibilities for an arts and ECEC collaboration to flourish. Whilst on one other hand, the EYFS (DfE 2017) requires ECEC practitioners to foster children’s CoEL (DfE 2017), on the other they are expected to ensure children are ready for school (DfE 2017). The former focuses on fostering children’s dispositions and attitudes to learning and the latter focuses on teaching children the skills, knowledge and behaviours for formal school learning, which are generally associated with literacy and numeracy. A role for those in the administrative partnership is to identify the inconsistencies and contradictions when interpreting the EYFS (DfE 2017) and focus on the aspects of the framework, such as the CoEL (DfE 2017), that will enable the collaboration to flourish and grow.

**Supportive collaborations**

Stephanie suggests that supportive networks beyond the setting can enhance ECEC leaders’ and practitioners’ confidence to challenge.

It’s finding that network of people that think similar to give you confidence to challenge. Sometimes it’s difficult and people feel they shouldn’t be disloyal and go outside of their organisation to find these people (Stephanie LA advisor FG2)

I think you said peer to peer network has really helped …the cluster groups  (Delphine arts organisation leader FG2)
The cluster groups that Delphine refers to are meetings attended by ECEC leaders and practitioners, who generally have similar roles. However, if the administrative partnership comprises people with a diverse range of roles, they can challenge the dominant discourses from different perspectives (Remer 2010). An administrative partnership can include other ECEC leaders, funders, parents, local politicians and other advocates for arts and ECEC collaborations. A diverse group of people in the administrative partnership can create momentum for change not only in an ECEC setting, but also in the local community and beyond (Remer 2010)

**A culture of learning**

Florence and Stephanie explain that being a part of the arts and ECEC collaboration provided an opportunity for everyone to learn.

Practitioner confidence coming away with different ideas, different understanding of creativity and art. I think even though our artist brought a lot to us, but we were also able to talk to him about the process and not the outcome ….. (Florence ECEC leader FG1c)

I think, all of us have learnt a great deal through the project…. it’s showing the awareness you are watching and observing you are not directing or controlling children’s play [learning]. It’s about actually facilitating it. (Stephanie LA advisor FG2)

Building on previous learning from other arts and ECEC collaborations, the arts organisation leaders designed the Elements arts and ECEC collaboration to include strategies that embedded reflective practice. Delphine and Rita were aware these projects not only focused on children’s learning but also facilitated ECEC practitioners’ learning about the arts and creativity. Strategies to support this learning included the
role of the LA advisor - as a pedagogical mentor - and the planning sessions for artists, ECEC practitioners, pedagogic mentor and arts organisation leaders at the beginning, mid-point and end of the collaboration.

The learning discussed by participants focuses primarily on the pedagogic methodology, which is generally associated with the instructional partnership. No leader made explicit reference to their learning at a strategic level. However, the research did provide a ‘meeting place’ for leaders to reflect, consider and articulate their views of the challenges and opportunities when establishing and developing longer-term arts and ECEC collaborations. They highlighted five actions, which they believed would foster a longer-term arts and ECEC collaboration. These are for leaders to:

- be advocates for young children and the arts;
- construct a shared understanding of creativity, the arts and vision of an arts/ECEC collaboration;
- consider and articulate a shared understanding of funding, the funding application process and their roles in the application process;
- maintain a culture of can do and reflective practice;
- foster relationships and partnerships between each other and invite others, who are passionate about children, the arts and creativity to join the collaboration.

Discussion

Elements, the arts and ECEC collaboration, provided an opportunity for ECEC leaders and LA advisors to learn how working with an artist and arts organisation supports them and the ECEC practitioners to develop the pedagogic practices in their settings. The research design provided a meeting place for those in an administrative partnership to consider the challenges and opportunities around fostering longer-term
arts and ECEC collaboration. This discussion primarily focused on ECEC practitioners’ learning, the pedagogic practices and the relationship between the ECEC practitioners and the artist.

Findings of this research suggest that leaders of organisations in an arts and ECEC collaboration can overlook their administrative partnership. For longer-term arts and ECEC collaborations leaders are also required to foster their administrative partnership (Remer 1996). Consequently, when planning for an arts and ECEC collaboration, time and space are required for leaders to foster their relationships and administrative partnership. Constructing their vision of what an arts and ECEC collaboration looks like in practice, their beliefs about the arts and creativity will support the process of fostering relationships and administrative partnership. The time required to reflect and co-construct a vision and beliefs will depend on ECEC leaders’ experiences of the arts and how they view the arts. For those with fewer experiences or negative perceptions of the arts, more time will be required, as they will need to change their understandings and perceptions of the arts and their involvement in the arts.

Delphine’s, Rita’s and my experiences of how changes in government’s funding and ideologies can influence the longevity of an arts and ECEC collaboration also suggests that the administrative leaders keep an eye on changes at national government level. It is generally held that when ECEC practitioners’ work is underpinned by principles, and supported by academic research evidence, their practice is less likely to be compromised by the expectations of local and national education policies (Edgington 2004). Drawing on their vision and beliefs those in the administrative partnership should also articulate their principles. Guided by these principles and noticing what is happening beyond their immediate context, those in the administrative partnership, can
interpret and mediate these changes to maximise the opportunities and limit the detrimental influences on the collaboration.

**Conclusion**

This paper is underpinned by the belief that an arts and ECEC collaboration has a positive influence on the ECEC learning environment for children and adults alike (Vermeersh and Vandenbroucke 2013), but often these collaborations are not long-term or consistent across the ECEC sector. The paper has drawn on literature which suggests that an arts and ECEC collaboration consists of two partnerships; the instructional partnership (artists and ECEC practitioners) and the administrative partnership (leaders of organisations) (Remer 1996) and that longer-term arts and ECEC collaborations are more likely when those in an administrative partnership construct shared goals and policies (Remer 2010). The research process did provide the leaders with a meeting place to co-construct beliefs, understandings and build their relationships and administrative partnership. However, the focus of the discussion was on children’s learning, pedagogic practices and the relationships between those working with the children. An implication for leaders of arts organisations and ECEC settings is, when developing an arts and ECEC collaboration time and space must be created for those in both the instructional partnership and administrative partnership to foster their relationships. Part of this process is for those in an administrative partnership to construct a shared vision of what an arts and ECEC collaboration looks like in practice and the principles that will guide them in the venture of working towards the vision. Leaders are also required to be observant in noticing emerging changes beyond the immediate context. Guided by their shared vision and principles they will be more able to maximise the opportunities or minimise the detrimental influences of these changes.
on the arts and ECEC collaboration. This is of relevance to those in an administrative partnership who aspire to create longer-term arts and ECEC collaboration.

The arts and ECEC collaboration that participants were involved ended after the second focus group. Consequently, a limitation of this research is the short-term nature of the project, which meant that there was no time to explore how the administrative partnership evolved as participants put their actions into practice. Further research is required to explore how an administrative partnership evolves during a longer-term arts and ECEC collaboration, and how those in the administrative partnership manage changes in and beyond the collaboration.

This research was funded by the Take Art Ltd.
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